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Introduction
In a recent atudy by Lebow and Epstein (I963) the
suggestion was made that perception of Press Nurturance
(£ Nurturance)i particularly In mother-figures, may be
related to a dimension of social and Intellectual com-
petence, with schizophrenia at ono end. They used a
Bpeclally constructed set of TAT-type pictures to study
thertatlc and cognitive responses of schizophrenic and
normal adults. The pictures portrayed a young boy In
nurturant, ambiguous, and rejecting situations with a
mother-figure, a father-figure, and peer-figures. When
stories were scored for £ Nurturance, analyslB of vari-
ance revealed thst soh Izophrenios , relative to controls,
obtained low 2, Nurturance scores across all pictures
(oignlfloant at the .05 level), obtained flat gradients
of JD Nurturance as a function of a stimuluti diraenoion of
nurturance, tended to deny nurturance more than rejection,
and described mother-figures as particularly rejecting
{significant at the .05 level). Of considerable interest
was the finding that poorly performing controls obtained
£ Nurturance scores that fell between the scores of the
better controls and the schizophrenics, in both magnitude
and pattern. On this basis it was speculated that per-
ception of £ Nurturance in mo ther-flgurcs may be related
2to a broad factor of social and Intellectual adequacy.
The purpose of the present study was to explore this
speculation by Investigating the relationship of percep-
tion of JD Nurturance to academic achieveraent and level
of Intelligence in a Junior high school population.
Over the past several years » much research effort
has gone into the investigation of the influence of parent-
child relationships upon the perponality of the child (e.g.»
Levy, 19^3; Sears, Maccoby, & Levin, 19571 Symonds, 1939).
The majority of these studies have sougjbt to relate par-
ental behavior to subsequent behavior of the child. Roth-
stein (1959) has reviewed the literature concerned with
the effects of parental acceptance-rejection and dominance-
indulgence on children's behavior. He concludes that par-
ental rejection and parental control by authority and
punishment have been rather consistently associated with
aggressiveness; parental dominance and over-protection
have been most frequently related to withdrawn, submissive
behavior; and parental aocertance, permissiveness, and
demooratic home atmosphere have been typically associated
with adjustment, security, and leadership.
Less attention hap been paio to the child "b interpre-
tetlon of the parents' behavior, although this would seem
to be a crucial factor. As Ausubel and his associates
state:
i
3... in attempting to identify causal factors
Influencing personality development, it la leas
relevant to establish the nature of the actual
environment to which the individual la exposed
than to ascertain the distinguishing features
of hig perceived (italics aurplied) world (A.usu-
bel, Balthazar, Ronenthal, Blockman, Schpoont,
& WelT^owltz, 195^, p. 173).
Serot and Teevan (I96I), in a study of the parent-child
relationship and its relation to child adjustment, found
very little agreement between the parent's perception of
the parent-child relationship and the child* 3 perception
of the same. In addition, the parent's perception of the
parent-child relationship was unrelated to the child's
adjustment. They conclude:
The major implications of the results focus on
the child's perception of his home life. It
scens that an important developmental step has
been underemphasized in theory and almost absent
from research. Previous experiments have tried
to relate parental attitudes oi' the quality of
the parent-child relationship (measured by ques-
tionnaires or interviews) directly to the nature
of child adjustment. They have failed tc take
into account the fact that the child reacts to
his perception of the situation and not directly
to the situation itself. The results of this
atucly i-rly that, whan this fact is recognized*
the expected correlations appear (Serot and Tee-
van, 1961, 13. 377).
In the present study the emphasis is on the child's
perception of nurtu.(*ance in the behavior of parents and
others toward him. This is not to suggest that the child's
perception is normally divorced from the actual behavior
of other people toward him. But it does suggest that the
child may perceive the behavior of others in a more or
less realistic manner » any discrepancy being a function
of cognitive or dynamic factors within the child.
Only a few studies have been reported in which pupils'
perception of others has been investigated in relation to
achievement in school. Three groups of studies will be
reviewed here; (a) those which relate high school stu-
dents?' perception of parents and peers to academic achieve-
ment; (b) one which relates elementary school pupils' per-
ception of teacher to academic achievement; and (c) those
which relate male high school and collef^e students' per-
ception of parents to thematic expression of achievement.
Robinowitz (1956) had eleventh grade pupils tell
stories to TAT cards and make (^-sorts of self-descriptive
statements which were positive, neutral, negative, and
ambivalent in the areas of self-concept, family acceptance,
peer acceptance, and school achievement. He found tl-xat
high achievers gave more ambivalent responses in the areas
of family accertance and peer acceptance, relative to con-
trol subjects. RohlnowltE interprets the findings as
follows
:
The doubt and confusion in the important areas
of family accertance and peer acceptance by
pupils 'achieving bey one their level cf expec-
tancy' may cause these individuals to strive
harder for achievement and possible positive
acceptance in the academic situation (Robino-
witz, 1956, p. 316).
Morrow and. Wilson (I96I) investigated the family re-
lations of bright high school boys. They asked
groups
5of high achievers and underacb lever s to rate their fam-
ilies on a set of questionnaire scales. The results
supported the hypothesis that the parents of bright stu-
dents who are high achievers reportedly engage In more
sharing of activities* ideas, and confidences; are more
approving and trusting, affectionate* and encouraging
(hut not pressuring) with respect to achlevpinents ; are
less restrictive anu severe; and enjoy more aocepoance
of parental standards by their sons. The hypothesis that
family morale fosters academic achievement among bright
high school boys via fostering positive acticudes toward
teachers and toward school and interest in intellectual
activities was also supported. Thus, it appears that high
school students who see Uielr family relations as nurtur-
ant attain a hl0ier level of academic achievement than
those who do not.
L&ndstrom and Katvig (195^) conducted a study of
gifted high school achievers and non-achievers compared
with over-acMevers end a control group. They secured
biographical dai-a, including material concerning home
relationships, from each subject. On the basis of i^heir
analysis of the data, they conclude:
Xn general, the pattern thai, emerges is cne of
indifference and rejection on ths part of the
parent, or at least of behavior which la sig-
nificantly Dore ofteg interpreted in this man-
ner (italics sup 'lied) by the under&cnievers
tlandstrora & Natvlg, 195^, p. 2k8)
.
6On the basle of clinical observations Kimball (1952,
1953) proposed the hypothesis that underachlevers have a
poor relationship with their fathers, relative to normal
achievers or over-achievers. She compared the responses
of hi^ school boys on a sentence completion test and
found that a significantly (.05 level) higher number of
underachlevers revealed an essentially negative relation-
ship with the father than was found in the total popula-
tion or among groups of normal and over-achievers,
Fliegler (1957) reviews several studies relevant to
the question of whether or not either the home or school
have a direct effect in producing scholastic underachieve-
aent in the child. He presents the following interesting
analysis of the consequences of inadequate home patterns:
Primarily, the underach lever dislikes people-
parental figures, authority figures, siblings,
and peers. Unable to create warm relationships,
he perceives the world negativisticfiG. ly (italics
supplied) and this fosters emotional disturbance
and Insecurity. The inability to identify posi-
tively with people magnifies values which are
consequently transferred to the learning situa-
tion. ... It is unavoidable that preconceived
hostile notions be expressed toward the teacher
either passively or overtly since the underachiever
reflects barren familial relationships (Fliegler,
1957 » p. 535).
The studies reported above all point to the importance
of the perception of nurturance in others, particularly
parents, as a factor in achievement.
Christensen (i960) investigated the relationship be-
7tween achievement and pupil's perception of teacher. He
had fourth grade pupils rate their teachers on warmth
(I.e., affective resiDonse of the teacher to pupils) using
a scale of items such as; "Is it easy to talk to your
teacher when you feel bad about something?«« "Does your
teacher ever say mean things to the pupils?" Although
there was a marked trend, the relationship of achievement
and perceived warmth of teacher did not reach significance.
However, there was a significant (.05 level) relationship
between warmth and achievement in vocabulary and arithmetic
skills, which Christensen suggests may be due to the greater
amount of individual attention required in learning these
skills. Of course, there is the alternative possibility
that, rather than achievement being a result of warmth of
teacher, the pupil may see the teacher as warm because
of the achievement experience. In either case, there ap-
pears to be a relationship between achievement in certain
academic subjects and pupils' perception of nurturance in
the teacher.
McClelland and hie associates have investigated sub-
jects' perception of nurturance in parents in relation to
Need Achievement (n Achievement) scores derived from stor-
ies told to TAT-type pictures. In one study (McClelland,
Atkinson, Clark, & Lowell, 1953) male college students
rated their parents on a scale for acoer. tance-rejectlon.
It was found that n Achievement scores for the subjects
8correlated .^4-9 (significant at the .01 level) and
.33
with reported rejecting behavior by father and by mother,
resrectlvely. With scores for father and mother combined,
the correlation was .^8 (significant at the .01 level).
The authors state!
. . . perceived severity of upbringing or "felt
lack of love" is ansociated among college stu-
dents with hi^ n Achievement. . . that is, sons
who felt their fathers had rejected them had
hliE^er n Achievement scores than those who felt
their fathers had loved and acceiDted them (McClel-
land et al.
, 1953* 279-280).
The sons were also asked to rate their parents on the
personality characteristics of "friendly-helpful." The
correlations of the ratings with n Achievement scores
were -.56 for father, -.39 for mother, and -.57 for mother
and father combined. McClelland e^ al. summarize the
findings of the study as follows:
College males who give evidence of being very
"close" to their parents In their adjniration of
them and perception of them as particularly lov-
ing and helpful do not for the most part score
high on n Achievement. On the contrary, it Is
the stud'ents who see their parents as "distant"
• , • who have hif^ n Achievement scores
(McClelland et al. , T953» P. 281).
In a similar study (iMcClelland et al . , 1953) ^^S^
school boys were asked to rate their parents on the per-
sonality characteristics of "friendly-helpful." Here it
was found that boys v/ith low n Achievement scores report
their fathers as significantly (.01 level) less friendly
and helpful than subjects with high n Achievement scores.
9Thus, the findings for colleg© males are in sharp
contrast with those for high school boys. Whereas the
correlation between perceived friendliness of the father
and n Achievement was significantly negative for college
age Bone, It was significantly positive for high school
age sons. McClelland £t al. suggest that the difference
may be due to a semantic problem. They hypothesize that*
since high school students come from lower socio-economic
backgrounds, more of them have been subjected to a degree
of rejection or neglect which is relatively unknown among
families from which college students come. For this rea-
son, a rating of "unfriendly** given by a high school stu-
dent may mean behavior which Is objectively much more un-
friendly than what the college student means by "unfriendly."
Likewise, what the high school student considers friendli-
ness might be judged to be fairly unfriendly by the college
student. In other words, the two groups may not be using
the "friendly-helpful** scale points in an equivalent way.
McClelland et al. offer ap. an alternative hypothesis that
the son'?; perception of his parents' behavior changes be-
tween high school and college. The high school student
if? still quite dependent on his parents and accepts their
help as friendliness, whereas the college student is striv-
ing to establish his own Independence and may regard his
parents' attempts to help him as interfering, unfriendly
10
acts. Another reasonable hypothesis would seem to be one
which emphasizes the heterogeneous nature of the high
school population in terms of socio-econoraic statusi aca-
demic ability, and n Achievement, relative to the college
population which is much more homogeneous with respect to
these variables. In any case, the findings in the
McClelland studies suggest that fantasy of achievement
is related to boys' perception of nurturance in their
parents' behavior toward them. Strodtbeck (19^8) in a
review of several studies of this nature concludes: "The
general impression to be drawn froii. these studies. . • is
that striving for achievement is more frequently notice-
able amonp boys who perceived their parents as unsatisfac-
tory" (Strodtbeck, 1958, p. 1^5). It is interesting to
note that, although McClelland in 1955 again emphasizes
the relationship between perception of parents and n
Achievement scores, he apparently reverses his position
in 1961 when he states: "Boys' reports of narental prac-
tices, unlike the parents' own reports, acpear to have no
consistent relationship to their n Achievement scores"
(McClelland, I96I, p. 350). This statement is unelabor-
ated except for a reference to a study by Child, Frank,
and Storm (1956) in which t'ney report no apparent rela-
tion between questionnaire measures of forms of social
behavior and anxiety about each, and TAT measures of the
same variables.
11
Despite McClelland* s apparent disclaimer, all of the
studies reviewed here suggest that a significant aseocia-
tion exieta between perceived nurturance and academic
achievement. However, whether this relationship is in a
positive or in a negative direction is unclear, although
the majority of the studies seem to indicate a positive
relationship.
statement of the Problem
The purpose of the present study was to explore the
Bpeoulatlon made by Lebow and Epstein (I963) that percep-
tion of 2 Nurturance, particularly in mother-figures,
may be related to a dimension of social and intellectual
competence, l-hey suggested underachievera anu. retardates
as populations in which this relationship might appear.
In the present study the hypothesis Is tested by investi-
gating the relationship between: (a) acade' ic achievement
and perception of Nurturance, and (b) level of intelli-
gence and 2. iMurturance, in Junior high school boys.
The specific hypotheses tested were:
&• Underachievera obtain low £ Nurturance scores,
particularly where mother-figures are involved, relative
to adequate achievers. This hypothesis is based on Lebow
and Epstein's (I963) finding that poorest performing normal
adults obtain low £ Nurturance scores, particularly for
stories to TAT-type pictures involving mother-figures,
relative to best performing normal adults.
b. Underachievers croduce a less steep gradient
along a stimulus dimension of nurturance, relative to
adequate achievers. This is based on Lebow and Epstein's
(1963) finding that poorest perforr.iing adults produce a
less steep gradient along a dimension of nurturance,
relative to best performing adults. • This hypothesis as-
13
8umea that steepness of gradient along a stimulus dimen-
sion Is a function of cognitive ability, i.e., the abil-
ity to discriminate adequately between strong cues of
nurturance and strong cues of rejection.
The same hypotheses as for underachievers were formu-
lated for individuals of below average intelligence.
Method
Subjects. Subjects (Ss) were drawn frori; the male pupils
of the seventh and eighth gr&des (N s 128) of a public
Junior hifcjn school. Scores for the Otis ^uick-Scoring
Mental Ability Test, Beta Test, Forru EM (Otis, 1954),
which had been adn-inistered by the echool approximately
six aionthfl earlier, were obtained from school records.
The mean score for the group was IO3.39, with a standard
deviation of 12.91. Also, grades for the first three
grading periods (approximtely seven and a half jionths)
of the school year for the subjects of English, oiathe-
matics, science, and geography (seventh grade) or history
(eighth grade) were obtained. A G-rade Point Average (GPA)
was computed for each pupil. The letter grades were
weighted numerically as follows: A"4, B=3, C=2,
D = 1, F = 0, and an average numerical value for the
twelve letter grades for each pupil was taken as his
GPA. The mean GPA for all pupils was 2.0?, correspond-
ing to a letter grade of C, with a standard deviation of .85
The Pearson product-;nonient coefficient of correlation
(auilford, 1956, Ch. 8) between Otis IQ score and &PA was
.50. A predicted GPA was determined for each pupil on
the basis of the regression line using the formula
X X 4. b„„(Y - 5) (Walker & Lev, 1953» p. 233)1 where
15
X s predicted GPA, 1 s mean GPA, Y s Individual Otis
n score, ? - mean Otis IQ score, b^^ = slope of regres-
sion line for x on y. The standard error of estimate
for predicted GPA, computed using Walker & Lev's (1953,
p. 2k0) formula, was .6^. The difference between ob-
served aPA and predicted GPA was determined for each
pupil.
The pupils were divided into two groups on the basis
of Otis 10, scores. In the high IQ, group were those whose
Otis IQ, score was greater than the mean of I03 (N = 69),
and in the low IQ, group were those who fell below the
mean (N s 59)
.
Within each level of intelligence, pupils were divi-
ded into groups of adequate achievers and underach levers
on the basis of the difference between observed GPA and
predicted GPA. Those pupils whose observed GPA was equal
to or greater than predicted GPA were designated adequate
achievers. Those whose observed GPA was less than pre-
dicted GPA were designated underachieve i-s.
The fifteen most extreme und erachievers within each
level of intelligence were matched as closely as possible
with adequate achievers on the basis of intelligence, age,
and grade section.^ The characteristics of the four groups
of 15 Ss each are shown in Table 1.
^V/ithin each grade level there were five sections of
rupils roughly homogeneous for intelligence and academic
r)erforraance.
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Measures. The TAT-type pictures employed by Lebow and
Epstein (1963) were reproduced as photographic slides
and were used to obtain a measure of thematic expression
of £ nurturance. A. practice r icture was followed by nine
experimental pictures. The experimental pictures formed
three dimensions of nurturance, one depicting a mother-
figure, one & father-figure, and one peer-figures in in-
teraction with a young boy. Each diraension consisted of &
nurturant scene, a neutral scen^, and a rejecting scene.
Lebow and Epstein (I963) report that the scenes of nurtur-
ance and rejection for the mother figure were related to
food in order to represent the fundamental nature of the
relationship with the mother; scenes of participation with
the boy in an activity were selected for the fathei-figure
to represent the role of the father in providing a guide
and model for the boy; and peer scenes were related to the
role of the group in the socialization process. The experi-
mental pictures are presented in Figure 1, where it can
be seen that there is little room for ambiguity as to the
nurturance and rejection depicted, except for the three
aiiiblguous stimuli. Lebow and Epstein report mean o
Nurturance scores of normal adults in order of nurtur-
ance, ainbiguity, and rejection as follows: mother-
figure, 8.^, 6.9, ^.0; father-figure, 8.6, 6.7, k.^; peer-
figures, 8.5, ^.6, 3.1. Thus, for adult subjects, the
18
Figure 1
The Nine Kxrerlmental Pictures.
19
levels of nurturance are different within dimensions and
similar between dimensions, as intended. In the rresent
study, where Se were drawn from a Junior high school popu-
lation, the mean £ Nurturance scores of adequate achievers
(N a 30) in order of nurturance, ambiguity, and rejection
are: mother-figure, 6.k, 6.6, 5.2; father-figure, 7.2,
6.1» 5.7; peer-figures, 7.0, 5.2, ^.6. The means show
that, for these subjects, there is little difference be-
tween the nurturant and ambiguous eituatlone Involving
mother-figures, and the difference that does exist is in
the direction of seeing the ambiguous situation as more
nurturant than the nurturant one. It would aprear that
for youno; teenage boys the scene of a mother feeding her
son elicits about as many themes of rejection as of nur-
turance. Many of the stories involved being made to eat,
while in others there was tension between the boy—who
was eating alone—and his mother because he had come home
late. Also, the gradients along the dimension of nurtur-
ance produced by the Junior high school boys are less
steep for all flf^ures than those rerorted for the adults
in Lebow and Epstein* s study. Apparently, the stimuli
alonp' the dimension are not as sharrly differentiated by
the boys as they are by the adults. This difference could
be due to differences in cognitive functioning, with the
adults being more efficient in this resTect than the boys
due to their greater age and experience, i.e., greater
20
cognitive maturity. Another possibility Is that the aduJts
view the relationships depicted In the stimuli in retro-
spect and tend to erarhasize either the positive or negative
aspects of the situation, while for the young teenager the
distinction is not as sharp since he is Involved in such
situations from day to day and reacts more strongly to both
the positive and negative aspects of a given situation.
The ten pictures were presented to all subjects in
the order: practice picture; mother-figxires : nurturanti
ambiguous* rejecting; father-figures: nurturant, ambigu-
ous » rejecting; peer-fibres: nurturanti ambiguous, re-
jecting. Lebow and Epstein (I963) found no significant
sequence effects in their analysis of £ Nurturance scores.
Since the hypothesis of a relation between adequacy of
performance and perception of £ Nurturance was primarily
In terms of the mother-figure, it was decided to present
the mother-figure pictures first to avoid the possibility
of stories to these pictures being affected by prior pre-
sentation of father-figures and peer-flf?ures. The father-
figure pictures were presented second as it was felt that
the father Is more Important In shaping fundamental per-
sonality traits than peers who are the source of less
permanent relationships.
For a more direct measure of perceived nurturance of
others, a self-report inventory (M-F-P Self-Report Scales)
was constructed. A pool of 150 Items, some of which were
21
presumed to reflect acceptance and some of which were pre-
euraed to reflsct rejection of a boy, was compiled. Fifty
of the items were relevant to the mother, 50 to the father*
and 50 to peers. Seven psychologists Judged each item as
Indicating acceptance, neither acceptance nor rejection, or
rejection by the figure in question. Final scale items were
selected from those upon iifhich there w^as perfect agreement
among the Judfreg. Ten items Judged as indicating acceptance
and ten Judged as indicating rejection were selected and ar-
ranged in random order for each scale. Thus, the scales
consisted of twenty descriptive items for mother, twenty
for father, and twenty for peers. The final version of the
M-F-P Self-Report ^3cales is presented in Table 2, The scales
were administered to a group of college freshmen and split-
half reliabilities corrected for attenuation were determined*
using Pearson product-moment coefficients of correlation and
the Spearnan-Brown formula (Ouilford, 1956i Ch. 1?). For males
and females combined (N « 70) the reliability of the mother
scale was .80; the reliability of the father scale, .80, and
the reliability of the peer scale, .86. For males alone (N «
32), the reliabilities were .83 for mother, .73 for father,
and .91 for peers.
Procedure . Subjects were tested in random groups, as the
schedule of classes permitted. Each group met for two
sessions. In the first session the TAT-type pictures were
administered. The following instructions were given to 3s:
22
Table 2
M-F-P Self-Report Scales
MY MOTHER
Yes No
1. I3 very patient with me,
.... .... 2. Llkea to have my friends come to our house.
3» Swears at me.
Says I«m olwaya In the way,
5» Likes to share things with me.
6. Is not interested in what I do.
7, iG Pio buf5y with her friends she never has any
time for me.
8. Always comes to watch rae when I'm in some-
thing special at school.
9» H:ncoura|3^es me when I'm trying to do some-
thing worthwhile.
10. Doesn't like to have me around the house.
11. Stands up for me.
12. Every now and theni tells me she loves me.
13, Doesn't care how I make out in school.
lif. Trusts me.
15. Never goes anywhere with rae.
16. Is sarcastic when she talks to me.
17, Always makes sure that I have a happy birthday.
18, Thinks I've got a lot on the ball.
19. Sometimes says she wishes I had never been born,
20. Doesn't seeni to like me very much.
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MY FATHER
Yes No
!• Puts off things that I ask him to do with me.
2. Is lntert?eted in how things are going with
me*
3* Is never eatiefied with anything I do for
him.
4-. Is fun to be with.
5» Goes out of his way to do things for me.
6. Never tries to make ms feel better when I
am unhappy,
7» l5 willing to put up with more from others
than from me.
8. Trusts my .judgment in many things.
9. Ic always finding fault with me.
10. Lets me help hira sometimes.
11. And I are pals.
12. Teaches me how to play games.
13. Is ready to chew me out» any tlmei any place.
It. Sometimes asks my opinion.
15. Treats me like an outsider.
16. Always keeps his promices to rae.
17. Won't listen when I try to talk to him about
something personal.
18. Is proud of me.
19. Is almost always rude to rae.
20. Never taikes me alonfi when he goes somewhere.
2^
OTHER BOYS
Yes No
1. Like to work with me.
• • 2. Look up to me,
3. Lau^ at me.
^. Are always criticizing me,
5» Always share things with me.
6. Pick on me all the time.
?• Are interested In what I do.
8. Are always friendly to me.
9» Don't like to have me on their team.
10. Act like they don't trust me.
11. Stick up for me.
12. Always ask me to go along with them.
13. Won't listen when I try to say something.
1^. Trust me.
15. Don't like me very much.
16. Are unfair.
17, Always listen to what I've got to say.
18. Try to hurt my feelings.
19. Like to have me around,
20. Call me names.
2>
Please put your name, age, blrthfiate, and
today date,
, I962, on the booklet.
I am Interested In seeing how you use your
Imagination. A number of pictures will be
projected on the screen. You will have twenty
seconds to look at t,he picture and then five
mlnutee to make up a story about It.
Your stories will not be graded, and no one
will see them but me—none of the teachers,
nor the principal. So, you are free to write
what you want.
Tell a complete story: one ty-B.t ha?; a begin-
ning, a middle, and an end. Be sure to tell
what has led up to the scene in the picture,
what is going on In the picture, what the peo-
ple are feeling;, what they are thinking about,
and how it will turn out in the end. Tell
your stories frO:r. I5ie viewpoint of the young
boy who Is the main character in the picture.
Do not Just describe the pictures, l».t try to
make up interesting and vivid stories about
them. Make up a new story for each picture
rather than continuinj.' a story fron a previous
one. Please do not tell humorous stories. Do
not reftd your neighbors' storie?. Nuiiber each
of your stories as we go along.
Picture I was then shown. Pictures II, III, and IV were
preceded by the instruction: Tor this picture, tell a
Gtoiy about a boy and hie mother." Pictures V, VI, and
TZI were preceded by the instruction: "For this picture,
tell a story about a boy and hie father." Pictures VIII,
IX» and X were preceded by the Inetruction: "For this
picture, tell a story about a boy with other boys."
The second session was devoted to the M-F-P Self-
Report Scales. The session was scheduled after all groups
had completed the TAT task since the nature of the study
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Is much more aprarent from the self-report, any discussion
of which might have Influenced the thematic responsefs. The
Instructions given to the Ss for the M-F-P Self-Report
Scales were:
Please put your name, age* and today's date,
1962, at the top of each pe^e of the self-report.
The purpose of this self-report is to find out
how people act toward you. There are twenty
statements which might describe your mother,
twenty which might describe your father, and
twenty which might describe the other boys in
your class.
Think about each statement, and if you believe
that it is true, put a check in the "yes" column
next to the statement. If it is not true, put a
check in the "no" column. For example, the first
statement says, "My mother is very patient with
me." If this is so, check "yes"; if not, check
"no." Be sure and. check either "yes" or "no" for
every statement.
Scoring . Stories told to the TAT-type pictures were
transcribed verbatim in typewritten form on 5 x 8" cards,
with identification concealed so that the stories could
be scored blindly. The stories were scored according to
the scoring system for £ Nxirturance of Lebow and Epstein
(1963). This score requires a global Juagment of the
degree to which nurturance is expressed (or such expres-
sion can be inferred) toward the boy by the mother-figure,
the father-figure, or the peer-figures. The scoring sys-
tem utilizes an 11-polnt scale of equal-arpearing inter-
vals, ranging from extreme rejection through extreme nur-
turance. The midpoint of the scale, 6, represents either
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an absence of nurturance and rejection or an equal balance
between the two. (For scoring instructions and sample
stories falling at various points along the scale, see
Appendix A.) Nurturanoe is defined as "To express sym-
patViy in action. To be kind and considerate for the feel-
ings of others, to encourage, pity, and console. To aid»
protect, defend or rescue an object" (Murray, 19^3, p. 10).
Following Lebow & Epstein (1963)» rejection is defined as
any act, thought, or fe'^ling that indicates a lack of con-
cern for the child's welfare. All stories to the experi-
mental pictures (a total of 5^0) were scored by the exper-
imenter. To establisi' the reliability of the scoring, six
stories for each picture (a total of 5^) were ranaomly
selected. The stories were scored by two other persons.
The three Pearson product-moment coefficients of correla-
tion among the thj?ee scorers were all .82.
For the M-F-P Self-Report Scales a score for each 3
was derived for each scale (i.e., mother, father, peers)
by subtracting the number of rejecting statements checked
"yes" from the number of accepting statements checked
"yes." Since there were ten accepting and ten rejecting
statements for each scale, scores could range from -10
(extreme rejection) to lO (complete acceptance).
Results
Separate analyses of variance were performed on the £
Nurturance scores of the TAT stories and the scores on the
M-F-P Self-Report Scales. A third analysis was performed
on a matrix incorporating scores from both measures.^ The
analysis of variance for the TAT scores consisted of a 2x2x3x3
factorial design (Lindquist, 1953 » Oh. I3) for the variables,
respectively, of intelligence (high vs. low), achievement
(adequate vs. underachievemen t) , figure (mother vs. father
vs. peers), and relationship (the nurturance, ambiguity,
or rejection depicted in the pictures). Since level of
nurturance in the stimulus was not scored as a variable in
the M-F-P Self-Report Scales, the analysis of variance for
that measure was a 2x2x3 factorial design (Lindquist, 1953»
Ch. 13) for intelligence, achievement, and figure, as was
the analysis incorporating scores from both measures. In
order to perform the latter analysis, scores from the M-F-P
Self-Report Scales were converted to T scores (Ouilford,
1956, Ch. 19), with the grand mean of all the individual
scores set at a value of 50. For the TAT stories, indi-
vidual scores for the nurturant, ambiguous, and rejecting
pictures were pooled within the figure dimension (mother,
father, peers) and the pooled scores were converted to T
^See Appendix B for matrices of individual scores.
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flcores, with the grand mean of the pooled scores set at a
3
value of 50,
^ShS. Relationship of Thematic £ Nurturance to Achievement
SM Intellig:ence
The analysis of variance of £ Nurturance scores on
the thematic test is aum.Tarlzed in Table 3. It was hy-
pothesized that £ Kurtu ranee, particularly in etorlea to
pictures involving roothsr-figu;/es , is directly related to
both achievenent and intelligence. This hypothesis Is
not confirmed since neither the effect of achievement nor
Intelligence io significant alone or in interaction with
figure.
In addition, it was hypothesized that underachlevers
produce a less steep gradient along a stimulus dimension
of nurturance than adequate achievers. The same predic-
tion was made for sub.^ecte of below average intelligence
relative to subjects of above average intelligence. The
hypothesis is confirmed for intelligence but not for
achievement. The interaction of intelligence with rela-
tionship is significant at the .001 level. In Figure 2
and from the means presented in Table ^ it can be seen
that the low IQ group attributes less nurturance to the
nurturant stimuli and less rejection to the rejecting stim-
uli than the high IQ. group. The underestimation of the
^Because the distributions of the M-F-P scores and
the pooled TAT scores were markedly skewed in a negative
direction, the means of the final T scores were 52.60 and
51.76, respectively, rather than 50.00.
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Table 3
Analysis of Variance of Th©inatic Press Nurturance Scores as a
unction of Intelligence, Achievement, Figure, and Belatlonship
a, V. d.f
.
M.S. F
^jOyN-.lo
59 ^ 0 /^ rt2o3 • 07
( TO \ X 9.33 9-33 2.14
AolrlftviRinAnt ( A.GH
)
TX h. ft!Ox *+• Ox "1 T AX.IO
IQ. X ACH 1 • 0J *+• Oj X«
3s/ 1(1 X ACH &."T*T • XW
Mlthin ^80 1.811.11
Figure (F) 2 39.44 11. SO***
F X IQ 2 2.50 1.25 .36
F X ACH 2 8.22 ^.11 1.20
F X IQ X ACH 2 3.09 1.55
SstF/IQmXACH 112 383.76 3.43
Relatlonsh It) (R) 2 183.72 72. 62***
P V TO « •to . WX ?4 01 Q 4q#«#
IT X Avn c x^ . uo ^ 04
K X x'-i X AUn • Of •^4 • xj
^SXR/I^ACH ^ .^^^
R X P 88.50 22.13
R X F X IQ 8.0^ 2.01 .88
R X F X ACH .^.70 1.18 .52
R.x Fx IQ X ACH 12.17 3.04 1.33
DsxRxF/IQxACH 12h 510.15 2.28
*<'*.00l level Of Gignificance
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Figure 2
Thematic £ Niirturance as a Junction of
Relationship and Intelligence
Relationship
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Table ^
Means and Standard Deviations for jd IMurturance bcores
as a Function of Relationship and Intelligence
Kig^ Group
Low 14 Group
Kean Bi^tma-.
7.23 1.79
6.90 1.57
R e 1 a t i 0 n e h
Mean Si^ma
6,6^ 1.79
5.69 2.19
Kg .^acting
Mean '3 1 »-^^Ila
4.80 1.50
5.30 1.62
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nurturance depicted in the nurturant scenes and the rejec-
tion dericted in the rejecting scenes indicates ineffective
cognitive responses on the part of the low IQ, group. Ap-
plication of the Duncan Range Test (Edwards, i960, pp. I36-
1^0) to the means reveals ths.t, on the ambiguous stimuli,
the mean for the low IQ group is significantly (.001 level)
lower than the mean for the high IQ, group, "he mean score
for the low IQ, group is in the area of rejection on the
scoring scale, while the mean scores for the high IQ, group
is in the nurturant area. Since the reality value of the
ambiguous pictures is neutral, i.e., there is no indica-
tion of rejection or nurturance, the choice of how the
scenes are viewed appears to be a function of personality
dynamics. This finding lends some support to the hypothe-
sis that individuals of below average intelligence see
others as less nurturant than individuals of above average
Intelligence.
The assumption that the stimuli along the dimension of
nurturance differ significantly is verified by the sig-
nificant effect of relationship (.001 level). The mean £
Nurturance score for the nurturant scenes is 7.07 with a
standard deviation of I.69; for the ambiguous scenes, the
mean is 6.1? with a standard deviation of 2.03; and for
the rejecting scene?, the mean is 5.05 with a standard
deviation of 1.58. The nurturant, ambiguous, and reject-
ing stimuli differ significantly among themselves and
3^
fall along the dimension of nurturancs In the order predicted.
Across levels of nurturance the effect of figure Is signifi-
cant at the .001 level. The mean £ Nurturance scores for
mother-figure, father-figure* and peer-figures, resrectlvely
,
are 6.33 with a standard deviation of 1.93, 6.^1-0 with a
standard deviation of 1.86, and 5.56 with a standard devia-
tion of 2.00. Peer-figures are se'^n as significantly less
nurturant than mother- and father-figures, which do not
differ significantly from each other.
The Interaction of figure and relationship is signift
cant at the ,001 level. An examination of the means (see
Table 5) reveals that the steepest gradient along the di-
mension of nurturance is produced in response to peer-
figures with the means for the nurturant, aaibiguous, and
rejecting stimuli varying significantly, the level of sig-
nificance ranging from ,05 to .001, in a positive relation
with the stimuli. The means for the mother-figure show
that there is a nonsignificant tendency for the ambiguous
scene to be viewed as more nurturant than the nurturant
scene, with both yielding significantly (.001 level)
higher mean £ Nurturance scores than the rejecting scene.
As discussed previously (p. 19) i the reversal in the nur-
turance values of the nurturant and ambiguous scenes for
the mother-figure may be attributed to the tendency of the
nurturant scene, which shows a mother-figure giving a boy
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Table 5
Means and. Standard Deviations of £ Nurturance Scores
as a Function of Figure and Relationship
Fifcure R e 1 a t i 0 n 8 h X P
Nurturant Ambiguous Re.lectine
Mean Siprma Mean Sifrma Mean Siema
Mother 6.80 1.7^^ 7.08 1.75 5.10 1.69
Father 7.28 1.5^ 6.27 2.00 5.65 1.6^
Peers 7.12 1.78 5.15 l.o^ ^.^0 1.09
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a meal, to elicit thematic expression of the mother-child
conflict over what to eat and when. A number of the stor-
ies told to the nurturant picture Involved these themes.
EpBteln and Lebow (I963), using the same stimuli with
adult schizophrenics and normals, also found a steeper
gradient of £ Nurture nee for peer-figures than for mother-
and father-figures. They suggest that responses to peer-
figureR are determined by stimulus characteristics while
responses to mother- and father-f Ifrures are Influenced to
a great ?5r extent by personality factors.
The Relationship of Belf-Heport ]: Nurturanee to Achlsvement
and Intelllp:ence
The results of analysis of variance of scores on the
M-F-P Self-Report Scales are presented in Table 6. It was
hypothesized thet underach levers report others, particu-
larly their mothers, as less nurturant than adequate achlev
ere. The same hypothesis was formulated for subjects of
below average intelligence relative to those of above aver-
age Intelligence. Neither hypothesis was confirmed.
However, an interesting finding, significant at the
•025 level, is the interaction of figure and intelligence
shown in Figure 3. The means (see Table 7) for mother,
father, and peers do not differ significantly for the high
10, group. For the low lici group, the father is significant!
(.01 level) lens nurturant than the peers and tends to be
(.10 level) less nurturant than the mother, while the
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Table 6
Analysis of Varlsnce of Self-Report
£ Nurtursjnce Scores as a Function of
Intelligence! Achievement, and Figure
s.v. d.f
.
s.s. K.3. F
Total 179 1,916.91
Between 59 1.152.90
Intelligence (ici) 1 12.80 12.80 .65
Achievement (ACH) 1
.
22.75 22.75 1.16
IQ X ACH 1 16.20 16.20 .82
Ss/Ki X ACH 56 1,101.15 19.66
Within 120 76^.01
Figure (F) 2 6.21 3.11 .51
F X IQ 2 2^.62 '^.05*-
F X ACH 2 1A2 .71 .12
Fx IQ, X ACH 2 26.43 13.22 2.17
X F/IQ X ACH 112 680. 72 6.08
.025 level of significance
>8
Self-Repoi't £ Nurturance as a Function of
Figure and Intelligence
6.51
6.0-
g
-10.0*- I
Mother Father Peers
Figure
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Table 7
Means and Standard Deviations of
Self-Report £ Nurturance Scores as a
Function of Fipji'.re and Intelligence
I'
' 1 g u r e
Mother Father Peers
Mean Sie:ma Mean Siecma
High
Intelligence 5.50 3.70 6.23 3.05 5.50 3.17
Low
Intelligence 5.53 2.85 ^,23 3.6^ 5.87 3.04
^0
mother and peers do not differ significantly from each
other. The moat striking difference is that the low ICi
group reports the father as significantly (.01 level)
less nurturant than the high IQ, group. This difference
was not predicted. The possibility was considered that
the low IQ subjects came from lower class homes which are
characterized by lack of involvement or frequent absence
of the father (Miller, 1938) where the opportunity I'or the
father to be nurturant is nonexistent or sporadic at best,
relative to middle and upper class homes. To test for a
relationship between level of intelligence and social
class, each pupil was assigned to a social class on the
basis of father's occupation, following Kollingshead and
Redlich»s (1958) descriptions. Table 8 presents the fre-
quency distribution of subjects as a function of intelli-
gence, achievement, and social class. The data were ana-
lyzed by Sutcliffe's (1957) interaction chi square for the
effects of intelligence x social class, achievement x social
clasq, and intelligence x achievement x social class, none
of which approached significance. Thus, social class dif-
ferences do not account for the differential perception
of father by Ss of different IQ levels, in the present study.
Comparison of Thematic Expression of £ Nurturanoe and
Self-Report ^ Nurtuz-ance
No formal hypotheses were fonmilated comparing thematic
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H&hle 8
Frequoncy Distribution of Subjects as a Function
of Intelligence, Achievement, and Social Class
Social ijlass
A n III ly V ^
High ICi group
Underachle vera 0 1 i| 9 1 %$
Adequate Achievers 0 0 2 12 1 1$
Low lii group
Underach levers 0 0^92 15
Adequate Achievers 0 1^91 15
N = 0 2 lif 39 3 60
iV2
expression of Nurturance and self-reported £ Nurturance.
However, It was felt that an analysis vjtilch would p(>rniit
such a comparison might reveal something about how fantasy
expression differs from njore direct self-report expression.
The results of such an analysis are suraniarized in Teble 9,
The effect of figure is significant at the .01 level.
Peers, v.'lth a mean T score of '+9.94 and a standard devia-
tion of 10.29, are significantly less nurturant than both
mother and father whose respective mean T scores of 53.3^>
witl^ a standard deviation of 11.45, and 53.25, with a stand-
ard deviation of 12.02, do not differ significantly from
each other. Note that the main effect for figure can be
•.ccounted for solely in terms of the interaction. The
peers are low in jd Nurturance only on the TAT. The differ-
ence is seen even more clearly in the interaction of figure
with instrument which ie significant at the .005 level.
In Table 10 ejid Figure ^ it can be seen that the means for
mother and father are higher when the £ Nurturance score
is derived from thematic expression than when the score la
based on self-report. Ho-wever, for peers the mean is sig-
nificantly (.005 level) higher for self-report than for
thematic expression. In other words, there is much more
variability among .^lean Nurturance scores for mother-,
father-, and peer-figures when these scores are based on
thematic expression than w^en they are based on self-report.
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Table 9
.r^^rJS Variance of Thematic Frees Nurturance Scoresand Self-Report Press Nurturance Scores ae r Function ofIntelligence, Achievement, Figure, and InBtrument
s.y. c.f. 5i . S
.
14
. s
.
F
Total 359 46,177.68
Between 59 11,307.00
Intelligrence (ICi) 1 484.19 484.19 2.51
Acnievement vAuH; 1 1^.93 14.93 .08
mi X AOH 1 16.07 16.07 .08
Qb /th &r<trj»a/XH X AOn 10,791.81 192.71
Hi unm 300 34,870.68
r 1 gure \r J € 901. 450.73 5.13**
IT v TO A 194.00 2.21
r X AvtH 335.88 I67.94 1.91
F X IQ, X AOH 2 213.04 106.52 1.21
§e X F/IQ X ACH 112 9.845.38 87.91
Instrument (In) 1 63.59 63.59 .35
In X IQ I .23 .23 .001
In X ACH X 215.14 215.14 1.19
In X IQ X ACK 1 215.46 215.46 1.19
SB X In/IQ, X ACH 56 10,149.5c 181.24
F X In 2 1,152.24 576.12 6.12***
F X In X IQ 2 375.07 187.5^ 1.99
F X In X ACH 13.28 6.64 .07
F X In X IQ X ACH 2 452.68 226. 3^^ 2.40
SsxFxIn/KixACH 112 10,548.92 94.19
**.01 level of significance
***.005 level of significance
Table 10
Maans and Standard Deviations of Press Nurturance
Scores as a Function of Figure and Instrument
figure
Moth sr Father Peere
Mean SlRma Mean 31p:ma Mean SiKma
Thematic 2
Nurturance 53.70 10.02 5^i.52 11.20 47.05 8.51
Self-Report
£ Nurtursuice 52.98 12.79 51.98 12.75 52.84 11.07
^5
£ Nurturance in Mother-, Father-, and Peer-Figures as a
Function of Thematic Expreosion and Self-Report
551
Figure
^6
The simplest explanation for these differences would ap-
pear to be that the net nurturance values of the TAT- type
pictures ana the M-F-P Self-Report Scales are not equival-
ent i especially for peer-figures. An alternate explana-
tion inif-ht be that although peers are reported as nurtur-
ant» they are fantasied as rejecting, while for the mothar
and the father there is a closer match betwssn conscious
report and fantasy.
In order to determine the degree to which the TAT-
type pictures and the M-F-P Self-Report Scales are measur-
ing perception of £ Nurturance in commoni a number of
Pearson produot-raoraent coefficients of correlation were
computed, utilizing the reported nurturance scores for a
given figure (i.e., mother, father, peers) ana scores of
thematic expression of nurturance. The correlations are
presented in Table 11 where it can be seen that only the
correlation of .31 between reported nurturance of peers
anc thematic expression of nurturance of peers to the nur-
turant peer picture is significant (.05 level).
^7
Table 11
Pearson Product-Moment Coefficients of Correlation between
The la tic Expression of £ Niirturance and Reported £ Nurturance
TAT Pictures M-F-P Bel f-Report Bcalea
Mother Father Peers
Scale Boale Scale
Nurturant
Mother ,19
Father
.08
Peers .31*
Ambiguous
Mother .1^4-
Father .0?
Peers -.05
Rejecting
Mother -.l**-
Father -.06
Peers -•13
Nurturant, Ambiguous
»
and Rejecting* Pooled
Mother .09
Father -05
Peers
.05 level of significance
Discussion
The Relatlonahip of Thematic £ Ijurturanee to Achievement
and Intell igsnce
The hypotheni^5 that perception of £ Nurturance i3 dir-
ectly related to achievement—as measured hy ac&deniic per-
formance—and intelligence was not supported. Thusi Lebow
and Epstein's (I963) eujrgestion that perception of £ Nur-
turance, particularly in rnother-figures , may be related
to a dimension oj" social and intellectual competence, with
schizophrenia at one end* see."is questionable for the popu-
lation Invee titrated in the present study. The groups could
not be differentiated on the basis of either overall mean
£ Nurturance ecoren or mean £ Nurturance scores for the
mother-figure, both of which were similar to the laean
scorec obtained by Lebow end Epstein's control group.
It is possible thfjt the rilfference in achievement be-
tween the adequate achievers end underachievers , although
ptatistically significant, wap not sufficient to reflect
significant motivational differences. For this reason,
the prrforniances the five underachievers who were re-
peating the seventh or eip:hth grade were examined as a
separate group. While this number of subjects is too
small for reliable statistical analysis, inspection of
^9
the data revealed no consistent patte:^ns which were
either In line with or contrary to the hypothesis. Ap-
parently, the selection of more extreme groups probably
would not have altered the findings.
While the hypothesis of a less steep gradient along
the stimulus dimension of nurturance was not supported for
underacnievers relative to adequate achievers # it was
strongly conflrrT»=;d for subjects of below average intelli-
gence. The low ICi group I relative to the high IQ, group
#
underestimated the nurtursmcc value of the nurturant
scenes anl strongly underestimated the rejection value of
the rejecting scenes. Such underestimation seems to
point to a cognitive factor. The nurturant and rejecting
stimuli are hlgiily structured and the performance of the
low 10, group suggests less efficient reality testing on
their part, relative to the high IQ group. Lebow and Ep-
stein (1963) found similar flat gradients using the same
stimuli snd scoring system with adul**: echizophrenlos . In
addition, they found that their poorest performing con-
trols* coraps.red to their beat performing controls, pro-
duced a flat gradient, but one which was steeper than
that produced by the schizophrenics. Lebow and Epstein
Interpret the flat gradient produced by schizophrenics as
a sign of emotional withdrawal accomplished, at least
partly, through the uefense r.echanlsa of denial. 3ymonds
(19^9) observed that stories told to TAT-type pictures by
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accepted children were more realistic, less exaggerated
or distorted, than those told by rejected children. It
would arpear that there is a relationship between cogni-
tive efficiency. In terms of reality testing, and person-
ality dynamics. Some indication of how the high and low
IQ. groups differ in their personality dynamics is seen in
the performances on the ambiguous gtirauli where the stimu-
lus value of the pictures is such that they may be viewed
reasonably as nurturant, rejecting, or neither. As a group
the high 10, Sb tend to see these scenes as nurturant while
the low ICi ^8 tend to see them as rejecting.
It might be possible to integrate both the difference
In steepness of gradient across the dimension of nurtur-
ance and the difference in performance on the ambiguous
Gtimull into one Interrr etation. Using the high 10, 38
as a reference group, the low IQ, group tends to deny nur-
turance In the face of strong cues of nurturance, tends
to deny rejection strongly in a clearly rejecting situa-
tion, and tends to project feelings of rejection into
ambiguous situations. It may be that Junior high school
boye who are performing less adequately than their peers
have met with rejection fairly frequently because of their
lower intellectual adequacy. 3emler (i960) reports a cor-
relation of .32 (significant at the .01 level) between In-
telligence, as measured by the Otis '^iulck-Scoring Mental
Ability Test, and peer acceptance, as measured by the Ohio
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Social Acceptance Scale, for '4'83 fifth grade pupils. It
is interesting; that he reports a similar correlation (r s
•32* .01 level) between the Stanford Achievement Test and
peer acceptance. Semler suggests that underachievers are
not as socially acceptable as achievers or overachievers
.
Morrow and Wilson (1961) report that for a population of
bright high-achieving and under-achieving hi^ school boys
(N = 96) family relations differed most sharply in the
areas of parental arrroval and trust* with a significantly
(.001 level) greater number of high achievers scoring
above the median. Thus, if the low 1(4 group has exper-
ienced rejection often, they may fear further rejection
and defend against the fear by attempting to deny rejec-
tion when it occurs. At the same time, they may tend to
avoid nurturant situations since putting oneself in a
position to be nurtured increases the possibility for
being rejected, i.e., the need to be nurtured may not be
met consistently. In addition, in situations where it is
unclear whether or not it ie arproprlate to express the
need to be nurtured, they may avoid the posaibility of
being rejected by interpreting the situation as mildly
rejecting
—
fait accompli .
There is the alternative hypothesis that low cogni-
tive ability is a result of belnp; rejected. This hypothe-
sis will be discusped in the next section.
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The Relatlonehlr of Self-Report £ Nurtu ranee to Achieve-
ment and Intelllpience
The hypothesis that underaohievers report others*
particularly tv-elr mothers, as leas nurturant than ade-
quate achievers was not confirmed. Nor was the hypothe-
sis supforted as formulated for subjects of below average
intelligence relative to subjects of above average intelli-
gence.
The finding that individuals of low average intelli-
gence tend to see their fathers as much less nurturant
than Individuals of high average intelligence was not pre-
dicted. However, it aprears to replicate the findings re-
ported by Kimball (1952, 1953) vho Investi^^ated underachieve-
ment in male students enrolled in a private preparatory
school. In the first part of the study, twenty boys, age
l-J^—18 years with a mean of 131, who had been referred
because of educational maladjustment, were compared with
100 pupils randomly selected frora the sarie school on the
basis of two items from a sentence completion test. The
items were: "His father " and ^\ihen he saw his
father coming, he . " A significantly higher
number of underach levers revealed an essentially negative
relationship with their fathers than did the random sam-
ple of students. The second part of the study replicated
the first, using four groups of ten subjects each: high
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IQ (meaii of 125), low grades (undcrachlevers)
; high IQ,
(mean of 125), high grades (controls); low iq. (mean of 112),
high grades ( overachieve re ) ; and low IQ, (mean of 112), low
'
grades (controls). Unfortunately, this part of the study
is reported primarily as case studies, and while the author
lists six important findings for which significancse levels
are quoted, her methodology is not described in detail nor
are supporting data presented. The conclusion ^vhlch Kim-
ball draws is
:
The pattern of a poor relationship with the
father plus difficulty in openly expressing
resentment toward him leads to a further con-
ceptualization of the problem in terms of
scholastic failure as an indirect expression
of aggression tov/ard the father (Kimball,
1953. p. ^11).
Sperry and her associates, on the basis of clinical
Investigation of learning difficulties in elementary school
children, suggest the following analysis of underachievers
:
. . . these boys have responded, for various
reasons, to a family pattern in which they
have presented thenipelves as unaggrefive,
compliant and in need of help. The symptom
of school failure reflects this adjustment
on the child's part, serving very well to
secure some dependent satisfactions from the
parents. The boys deny the possibility of
being unloved, but they spend a large part
of their energy in attempting to ensure de-
pendent love rather than in achieving (Sperry,
Stauer, Reiner, & Ulrich, 1958, p. 111).
In attemptliig to Interpret the relation between under-
aohievement or Inefficient cognitive performance on the
part of the boy and a poor relationship with his father,
5^^
the question of direction of influence arises: Is the
disturbed relationship between father and eon e result of
the son's inadequate intellectual performance, or does the
son's Inadequacy result from the disturbed relationship
between father and son? If intelligence is viewed as a
function of the child's encounters with his environment,
and Hunt (I96I) presents a convincing case along these
lines, a reasonable interpretation would seem to be that
the disturbed relationship depresses the child's intellec-
tual functioning. This hypothesis would seem to merit
investigation.
Traditionally investigators have stressed the mother-
child relationship as the major factor contributing to a
poor adjustment on the part of the child (e.g., Desperti
1938; Ksnner, 19^3» 19^9; Newell, I936; Sears et al.
,
1957; Shoben, 19^9; Symonds, 1939). However, the findings
of the present study snd those of Kimball (1952, 1953) In-
dicate that, for adolescent boys, the relationship with
father may be a more significant factor in terms of aca-
demic performance. Further support for emphasis on the
role of the father as well as the role of the mother comes
from a factor analytic study by Becker, Peterson, Hellmer,
Shoemaker, & Ciuay (1959) of parental behavior and personal-
ity as related to problem behavior in children. They
found that in families with conduct problem children
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(aggressive, uncontrollable) both parents are maladjusted,
give vent to unbridled emotions, and tend to be arbitrary
with the child. In addition, the mother tended to be ac-
tive (tense), dictatorial, thwarting, and sug'gestlng,
whereas the father tended not to enforce regulations. On
the other hand, a factor defined mainly by personality prob-
lems In the child (shy, sensitive. Inferior) showed associa-
tions only with father behavior ratings. The father was
rated as maladjusted and thwarting of the child. Becker ^
al. conclude that, because of the many Important associations
between father and child behavior, future research should
give more consideration to the role of the father In child
development
.
Compa rlson of Thematic Expression of
_£ Nurturance an d He-
ported £ riurturance
Statistical analysis revealed that subjects' scores
for expression of £ Nurturance In stories told to TAT-type
pictures are not significantly related to how nurturant
others are reported to be on the M-F-P Self-Report Scales.
The two Instruments are apparently measuring two Indepen-
dent aspects of perceived nurturance.
In a number of studies, TAT-type Instruments have
been compared with other instruments. Reported results
have been quite Inconsistent. For example. Combs (19^7)
made a comparison of the TAT and autobiography by analys-
ing individuals' "desires" expressed in each. He reports
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a rank order correlation of ,7k between the two instru-
ments. Marlowe (1959) reports no relationship between n
Achievement scores derived from the TAT and those derived
from the Edwarda Personal Preference Schedule. De Charms,
Morrison, Reitraan, & McClelland (1955) report a low (.23)
barely sip; ifleant (.05 level) correlation between n
Achievement scores derived from TAT-type pictures and re-
sponses to a questionnaire of nine self-descriptive items
involving achievemsnt. One of the most thorough studies
of the relationship between TAT and self-report behavior
was that conducted by Galop:era« (I958). The study Is most
relevant to the present study. Using male tenth grade
pupils fron a private hig^ school in New York City, he
determined the correlations among scores for intra-faraily
attitudes derived from TAT, direct questionnaire, indirect
questionnaire, and interview. The eighteen correlations
computed for TAT and direct questionnaire ranged from .19
through ,52, fifteen of which were significant at the .05
level. Although these correlations are generally higher
than those found in the present study, they are still low
and, as Calogeras states, the majority were undoubtedly
too low to be of value in individual prediction. Foweven
he feels that their value in indicating group prediction
and trend relationships was clearly shown.
A Case Study
The following materials were selected to illustrate
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the Importance of the father In the fantasy productions of
one underachlever. They are also presented to Illustrate
the nature of data which were obtained with the pictures
and self-report used In the present study,
Robert L. Is a fourteen-year-old boy, living with
both hie mother and father. The father la a guard In an
industrial plant. Robert has an Otla IQ, of 121, yet his
grade point average Is 1.2, corresponding to a letter grade
of D. He Is repeating the eighth grade and Is In danger
of falling: again. Although a pleasant looking boy, neat
and clean In appearance, he presents a dlGClrllne problem
for the school. However, during group testing he was
quiet and cooperative.
To the practice picture of a boy sitting aione on
the edge of a pier, Robert told the following story:^
This boy is 25 years of age. His father waa a
lieutenant in U.S. Navy. At the bombing of
Pearl Harbor, his father was on the ship U.S.S.
Arizona. He, and the rest of his crew were all
killed when a Jap bomb struck the ship. Ever
since this boy wag 5 years old he has come to
sit here on this peir and waited for his father
to come home. But this is Just a dream, an end-
leas dream, a dream that will never come true.
On the M-F-P Self-Report mother scale, Robert scored
10. He checked all of the positive items and none of the
negative. He reports:
All stories are presented exactly as written; errors
of srsllin,^ and grammar are those of the subject.
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Is very patient with me.
likes to have my friends come to our
house.
likes to share things with me.
always comes to watoh me when I'm In
something special at school,
encourages me when I'm trying to do
something worthwhile,
stands up for me.
every now and theni tells me she loves me.
trusts me.
always makes sure that I have a happy
birthday
.
thinks I've got a lot on the ball.
The followlnp; are the stories Robert told to the mother-
figure pictures:
Nurturant mother-figure (score: 7)
This boy Is an adoptee. His real parents were
killed In a plane crash. He was 1^ months old
at the time of the tragedy. When he was 3 years
old» two people* a man and a woman » came to
visit him. Soon afterwards* they adopted him.
When he was 10 years old his foster father died
of a heart attack. He Is now years old* he
and his mother have gone on for k years alone.
Is not their doing this together a sure sign of
love?
Ambiguous mother-figure (score: 7)
This is Billy, in school he has the brains to
learn but he will not use them. Instead he likes
to fl0it Bno be a wise guy. This year he Is In
for a big dlssappolntment , he will not pass. Be-
cause he is not passing he will take It out on
his fellow students. He will beat them up and
hurt them. Maybe he does this because he has no
father. His mother has tried to help him by he
will not listen. He, I am sorry to say will
someday end up In Jail.
Rejecting mother-figure (score: 2)
This boys name Is Honny. Honny is a very bright
boy in school* he always goes to school* and
My mother:
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never gets Into trouble. Ronny's mother Is not
a good or suitable mother. She Is always out
drinking In beef Joints. Hie father seperated
from his mother for the same reason. His mother
will someday be living in the dumps and spending
her money and licquer instead of helping Ronny.
But someday Ronny's father will take him away &
care for him.
On the M-F-P Self-Report father soale, Robert scored
8. Again he checked only positive items, as follows;
My father: is interested in how thim s are going
with me.
is fun to be v/ith.
trusts ray Ju(5graent in many things,
lets me help him sometimes,
and I are pals,
sometimes asks my opinion,
always keeps his promise to me,
is proud of me.
His stories to the father-figure pictures were:
Nurturant father-figure (score: 11)
Larry, a boy of 7 years has always loved his
father & mother. But somehow he loves his
father more. Although his father work from
early in the morning: to late at night, he
alway finds time to do things with Larry, On
weekends they both co fishing or hunting.
Sometimes they Just go for a walk and talk
together. Larry will someday be an Important
man because of the love & understanding he
got as a boy.
Ambiguous father-figure (score: 7)
Joey is a very greedy boy. No matter what he gets
he always wants more. His little brothe got
some guns once, as soon as he saw them he wanted
some. When his father got him some he Just put
them aside and did not bother with them. Some-
day he will be sorry for doing this.
Rejecting father-figure (score: 2)
Pete is now almost 13 , His father does not like
him too much. Every time his father goes someplace
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and Pete wants to go his father will leave
very quickly so Pete cannot catch hlra. Once
Pete saw his father coming home drunk. When
his father came inside Pete made him some
coffee his father started to beat hlra. One
of his neighbors called the cops. Now, Pete's
father does not bother him any more.
The M-F-P Self-Report scale for peers was scored 6.
The following items, one negative and seven positive,
were checked:
Other boys : like to work with me.
look up to me
.
are interested in what I do.
stick up for me.
always ask me to go along with them,
trust me.
like to hsve rae around,
call me names.
The stories told to the peer-figures pictures were:
Nurturant peer-figures (score: 6)
Johnny here wan Just in a fight. He fou^t the
tougJief?s boy in nchool an won. Ke fought this
boy because he wanted to be friends with the
other boys. Now, he has many friends. But, if
this is the only was he cana get friends, he is
in for a tuff life.
Ambiguous peer-fIjTures (score: k)
This boy is very rich. But around his house
people are not so rich. He tries to make
friends with the other boys but they do not
like. He never shares his toys or other things
with them. When he learns to share and only
then will he ever have friends.
Rejecting peer-figures (score: k)
This boy does not have many friends. Since he
was able to walk he has played games with his
sisters. He does not have any brothers. When
he moved to this new town other boy called him
sissy. He never could learn how to do things
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boys did, but wait till the summers rolls
around. The he will show them. Hs is one
of the best ewlmmers in town.
On the M-F-P 2eir-Ueport Scales, Robert reports his
mother as highly nurturant, his father somewhat less so
but still high, and his peers as moderately nurturant.
His TAT stories stand in sharp contrast to these relatively
glowing reports.
The stories suggest a great deal of Intra-pey chic tur-
moil. Robert is a boy in early adolescence who does not
seem to have established his masculinity to his own satis-
faction. At present he appears to be trying to cast off a
female identification—being a sissy. He cannot permit
himself to have a good relationship with his mother for
fear of being like her. Although he is aware of his ex-
cellent scholastic ability, he cannot allow himself to be
successful in school since he probably sees this as femi-
nine. He maintains a false front of masculinity by being
tough and a wise gi;y, which deprives him of close friend-
ships v/ith other boys. Robert desperately wants a father
from whom he can learn how to succeed as a man.
Summary
The purpose of the present study was to Investigate
the hypothesis that perception of £ Nurturance, particu-
larly in mother-figures, 1?^ related to a dimension of
Intellectual competence. The hypothesis was tested by
investigating the relationship between: (a) academic
achievement and perception of £ Nurturance, and (b) level
of intelligence and £ Nurturance in Junior high school
boys.
The specific hypotheses tested were:
a, Underach lever G obtain low ^ Nurturance scores,
particularly where mother-figures are involved, relative
to adequate achievers.
b. Underachlevers produce a less steep gradient
along a stimulus dlrnen?!lon oT nurturance, relative to ade-
quate achievers.
The same hyootheses were formulated for Individuals
of below average Intelligence.
The male seventh end eighth grade pupil b from a pub-
lic Junior high school were divided into a high IQ group
and a low IQ group. Within each level of intelligence,
pupils were divided into groups of adequate achievers and
underach levers. The fifteen most extreme underach levers
within each level of intelligence were matched as closely
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as possible with adequate achievers. Thus, there were
four groups of 15 Ss each (N s 60).
TAT- type pictures were used to obtain a measure of
them&tic expression of £ Nurturancc. For a more direct
measure of £ Nurtu ranee, a a elf-report inventory (K-F-P
Self-Report Scales) was constructed. Subjects were tested
in random groups. Each group met for two sessions; the
first for the TAT-type task and the eecond for the self-
report scales.
Stories tolo to the TAT-type pictures were scored fa*
£ Nurturance. In addition, a score for each S for each
scale was derived from the M-F'-P Self-Report Scales.
Scores were Analyzed by analysis of variance.
The major findings and conclusions may be summarized
as follows:
a. The hypothesis that perception of £ Nurturance*
particularly in inother figures. Is directly related to
both achievement and intelligence was not confirmed. It
was concluded that for the population investigated in the
present study, the hypothesis is incorrect.
b. The hypothesis that underachievers and 38 of be-
low average intelligeiioe produce a less steep gradient
along a stimulus dimension of nurturance (relative to ade-
quate achievers and Ss of above average intelligence, re-
spectively) was confirmed for intelligence but not for
achievement. The relatively lower cognitive efficiency of
6k
the low IQ, Group is reflected In the fact that they at-
tributed less nurturance to the nurturant stimuli and lees
rejection to the rejecting stimuli than the hip^ IQi group.
In addition, the low IQ. group saw the ambiguous stimuli as
rejecting -while the high IQ group saw them as accepting,
w?-. Ich suggests 8 difference in the personality dynamics of
the two groups. The interpretation was offered that the
low IQ, group, as a defense against actual rejection, denies
both nurturance and rejection and projects feelings of re-
jection into ambiguoi^s situations.
c. An unpredicted finding was that Ss of low average
intelligence report their fathers as much less nurturant
than _Ss of hig$i average intelligence. It was suggested
that future research should give more consideration to the
role of the father in chile] development.
d. Scores for thematic expression of £ Hurturance
were generally not significantly related to scores for self-
report of £ Nurturance. It was concluded that the two mea-
sures are relatively independent.
A case study vms presented to illustrate the importance
of the father in the fantasy productions of one underachiever
amd to illustrate the nature of the data which were obtained
with the TAT-type pictures and the M-F-P Self-Report Scales.
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Instructions for Scoring TAT Btorlee for £
Nurturance* and Representative Stories (from
7th and 8th Grade Males) for Scale Value a
70
InstructionB for Scoring TAT Stories for £ iMurtureince
This score requires a global Judgment of the degree to
which nurturance le expressed in the story (or can be Inferred)
toward the boy by the mother-figure* father-figure* or peer-
figures. Eac>i story to a given ricture is scored relative to
all other stories to the <;a!ne picture. Scores are assigned
on the basis of an eieven-r.olnt scale of equal appearing in-
tervals, the scale-points of which are defined as follows:
1 - Very etronpi direct i rich expression of rejection.
2 - Stronfr, direct expression of rejection.
3 - Direct* elaborated expression of rejection.
k - Direct, but unelaborated expression of rejection.
5 Very mild or questionable expyession of rejection.
6 - Neither rejection nor nurturance expressed, or
the two are in balance.
7 - Verry mild or questionable expression of nurturance.
8 - Direct, out unelaborated exrresslon of nurturance.
9 - Direct, elaborated expression of nurturance.
10 - Strong, direct expression of nurturance.
11 - Very strong, direct, rich expression of nurturance.
Nurturance is defined as ••To express sympathy in action.
To be kind and considerate for the feelinRS of others, to
encourage, rity, ^nd console. To aid, protect, defend, or
rescue an object."
.lection is defined as any act, thought, or feeling
that indicates a lack of concern for the child* s
welfare.
Representative TAT Stories for 2 Nurturance
Scale Values (7th and 8th Grade Males) 71
Value Stories told to nurturant mother picture .
2t Rob Roy the boy of wonder. Was sitting down to eat
dinner when his mother asked him If he did anything
Important today. Rob said he did the usual things but
except for ono thing. He met a man today who asked
him if could get In the car with him and If Hob could
take him to his father. Rota dec Iced to lead him on
but knew he was planning to kidnap him because his
father died in Korea. So Rob flashed a raes8ap:e to
the policeman on the corner and they apprehended the
criminal. Rob went horn and found out his mother
knew the criminal had wanted to do this but said
nothing to him. Rob said it was alright now and
ate his supper.
3: I had Just arrived hime from school when ray mother
said that I was late and had to eat my supper late
and by myself, she also said that I was forbidin to
leave the house when I finished supper. I tried to
explain why I was late but she wouldn't listen to me.
I told her I had a very important appointaient with a
friend after supper, she still wouldn't listen to me.
She said I was late so I would have to suffer the
consequences, which were to stay home and not be al-
lowed to leave the yard for a week. After that little
experience I learned that I should obey my mother and
be home on time.
^2 This boy* s mother wants him to eat some food. She
says it is good for him. But he doeen't want it be-
cause he never had it before. She keeps on trying
to make him eat it but he is very stubborn. She says
if he dosen»t eat it he won't go to the base ball
game on Saturday. But he dosen't care about that.
So finally she says she will tell dad. Well, he
decided to eat it. While he was eating his father
walked in. "How's the food," he acked. its great
he Bald, and he really liked it.
5: One day a boy named Tommy cam home after school and
sat down at the table ready tc eat he thought that
they were not going to have a large supper because
It was frlday Ixit they did have a large meal tommy
said to his mother I don't have tim^ to eat all of
that because they were having a baseball game but
his mothe made him eat all his supper and Tommy was
not late for the ball game.
6: The boy has Just come home from school he is very
hungry. He sits down at the table and waits for his
mother to serve him his dinner at noontime.
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7; The football game. Hurry mom I want to get to to thefield early. Suprer is ready and don't eat too fast
because you'll get indigestion. But I want to win
that football garue. I get there early I could through
a few passes and shape up on a couple of plays. If
you get sick you won't even get to the field. OK but
Just give me half the dish and fcive me about two bowls
of pudding. I finished can I now. OK but after
all this fuss you better win that gaae.
8: He Just got home from a baseball game. He coraee in
the house and gose to get something zo sat. But I hie
mother hears him and says: Bill I have made something
special for you, I though.t you'd bo hungry so I made
some cookies and some eggnog for you. Gee I Thanks I
sure could use it. And then he gose and lies down
for awhile.
9 1 "Do you want anything to eat" asked Joe's mother "No
mom I':r-. not very hungry." "Joe" said his mother is
something wrong* you can tell me how are you marks
at school? »• "There all right" bob replied, "well
what is it." bob started. "Mom I Just can't play
with the outher kids any more they have a new bike
and I don't have one." "Well Joe" why didn't you
tell me" "I don't know" "HI" "Hi dad" Joe I have
something out in the car for you" "OK said Joe" 0
boy a new bike thanks a lot.
10: The picture shows a boy and his mother. The mother
is prepared his meal aready ana the boy look hungry.
The mother seerr.s to be holding a good meal for a
growing boy like the one in the picture The boy has
already got his milk and silverware for the meal It
may be the mother fixed a treat for the boy in the
raeal The boy looks it like a treat It may be.
11: Joey is a very Interesting boy* he like,s to talk to
his mother about things he leaned in school that day.
Joey loves his mother very much he likes the meals
his mother makes him. When he sits down to eat he
dreams he is a king and he has servants. Hlr. mother
Is eweet kind hearted generous. She lovee Joey very
much and v/ould do any thins for Joey she couid. Joey
and his Mother are very religious and go to church
every week. Joey also go to Sunday School And his
mother is a teacher.
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Value Stories told to ambiguous mother picture
2: A boy coming home with his report card. He has somebad marKs on it. Kis mother Is waiting and Is he
gointi to get a licking from his mother when she sees
the report card, he f?et the scolding and is sent tobed he can't leave the yard for two weeks.
3: The boy was Just coming from the school bus and he
had his lunch box v/ith him. His mother was standing
in the door way giving a lecture for Deing late. He
was coming home late for the last few days and his
mother was j^ctting tired of it. The next da^ he was
home on time and he never came home late again.
^: The boy had s hard day at school he got 3 falling
marks he is skard to tell his ir.other. The school buc
stop at hif, house be walked up the walk ar.d with a
grin on his fase his mother asked him what was wrong
he told her. She ms.de him f^o right to bed.
5: Th- boy hes come home on the bus and his mother waits
for him at the door his Diother gives a mad look as if
he did something real bad but ail his mother wanted
him to do was to go to the store for her.
6 1 While Tommy was walking up the side walk he noticed
his mother in the aoor ciylng. "What's the oistter?**
asked Tom. "We can't find my wedding ringi" said
his mother. "I know v/^ere it isi" replied Tom. "It's
in your house coat pocket." I found it on the floor
this morning and put it there."
7 1 "I don't want to go thJs '">orninp; because that new
teacher Is going to be there." As a typical mother
she Just said "fret along with you and don't v/orry
about this teacher.'' ^Yon know that I can't stand
h?r at all because she think.'^'. she knows it all. I
don't think she (mowp her arm from her leg." Besides
I don't feel well." Anyway he did go to school and
he had to be sent nome because he was sick of his
stomach from being yelleo at by that teecher.
8: Johnny had Just got of the bus and started walking
toward wbere he lived. He didn't walk far Johnny
Just apporch his sidewalk when his .mother open the
door. Johnny was glad to see his mother because
she always had something waiting for him
H.ls fltory Is about a boy and hie mother he 1b Juat
come home from school, his mother la trying to tellhim something he ig trying to say sometlne too her.
she wat for him every night to go home froiii school.
He tell her thing there happen at shool. aiid she
tell him thini?; there happen a home. He eat and done
hie homework as mother sow and wash the dish.
A woman watlng for her child to come home from school
?h9 greates him at the door with a smile and a kiss
she is 30 happy to sea her younp^ man agen Rence this
morning, and he runs up the walk with a lunchtjall
in one hand and books in the other, the End
Stories told to re.lectine: mother picture .
is This is my mother she has that unapreachltave look
on her face bsc^uee she is not glad to P?e 'le. She
does not like me because her and my father got a di-
vorce a:id she said she didn't want me, r:i;/ father said
he didn't want me so ray mother got stuck wltii me.
She says I always get In the way, but I Ju£^t got home
from school so how could I get in her way. One of
these days T e.m gclnr; to run away an^i then she will
be sorry she didn't treat me better.
2« This boys name in Honny. Ronny la a very bright boy
in school I he alv/ays goes to school, and never gets
into trouble. Honny* s mother is not a good or suit-
able riother. She is alway?? out drlnT^in.; in beer Joints.
Kls father asperated from his mother for the same rea-
son. Hlr, mother v/ill some day be living in the dumps
and spending her money and licqur instead of helping
Honny. But so no day Honni^'s father will take him away
and care for him.
3: This boy is a bad boy who is always gettlnjs in the
way an-'- bothering people. He he.6 stolen some donute
from his mother and she was med but he Just laugh
t
snd made h^r even more mad and tolec^ him to i;et out
of the house but she knew he would always be like thit.
kl This boy has sone very s^^*^ nev/s to tell his mother.
His mother has Just finished waxing the floor. The
boy has waller] over the floor and hie mother is very
angry. She is .^o busy yelling at him so uhat he can
not tell her the good news.
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5: The has come home from school and his is veryhungry. As he opens the door He sees His mother
with some donats in a pan. IMxt Hie mother has
that no look on her Face, as if they are for
supper.
6: Ab Jack walk in the house from school he saw his
mother with a big bowl of donuts, he ask can I
have one his mother said '•no*' Jack felt hurt be-
cause before when he ask for something: she always
gave it to him at supper he ate but did not say
anything she asked him what was the matter she
said is it because I didn»t give you any dougnut
yes well she said I had to make them for the PTA
at this Jack said 0 that okay and ran out.
71 The boy Just got done with his homework and went
to put his books on the tabl^ in the kicten. but
his mother wouldn't let him in# he got mad and
answered her back and she was very sad. After
supper hie mother took him in the kicten. The
boy thought she was going to hit him but she only
said "Happy Birthday Son."
8; A boy who had been playing good cut by a piece of
glass that he fell on. When he got home his mother
had just made som donuts and she was bring them to
him when she heard him come in when she saw the cut
8h0 strated to say what in the world happen to you.
I was playing ball and I fell on a piece of glass
mother come in here and I'll clean the cut for you.
ok mother and when she was done he headed ri^t for
the donuts his mother had made.
9s One day after Tommy came home from school he saw
his mother with his mother with a bowl of donuts.
Tommy asked •'can I help you." His mother said
"yes* you manl" So Tommy and his mother made the
donuts and had a little party when his father
came home Just Tommy his mother^ and hie father.
Stories told to nurtur&nt father picture .
2: This is about a boy and his father who are fishing.
The boy is catching fish by the dozens his father
only caught one. Then the boy gets a hold of a big
one he loses his balance and falls of the warf into
the water, he begines yelling for help. His father
panics and bepran'to run. If the father wouldn't
have paniced the boy might have been saved.
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3: Don and Ms father were fish on the Manhan river.
Don got a big bite and his father took the pole
and tryed to land it. He was pulled in and after
Don got a beating because he ha.d snage a motor Boat.
5: There really biting today aren't they dad. Yes they
sure are. I caught about nine of then so far said
his father. Mora will be busy with these fish won't
she dad." Ya. stop asking so many questions will
ya. Paul had begged his father not to take his sister
but, she went alon-^^ anyway. He uidn't like his sister
because she was so stuck up when he was around. Al-
ways when her boy firend was around, she would send
him away as if he weren't even a boy, but instead an
animal of some sort. That's why he didn't want her
to go for this was going to be his fund day not hers.
6: The boy and his father is fishing off a dock and thy
are standing maybe talking about all the fish they
have on the line. They are watching there line and
holding there fishing pole. There is a man standing
up in a boat off shore from them. They are watching
him.
7 J The father has finally said they could go fishing to-
gether, But luck has seemed to run out on the two be-
cause the fish have not been biting. The boy beggines
to envy the fisherman out in the blat becuase he is
able to move around the lake. But all will probably
turn out O.K. They will catch at least one fish.
8i Timmy wanted to go fishing so he asked his father to
go with him. His father went v/ith Tim. Tim caught
5 fish while his father only got 2. Tim's father was
proud of hira and he said since your such a good fisher-
men you can go tomorrow. Tim was ha' py to hear this
9; The boy is going fishing with his father and said
that he will catch a bigger one than his father. The
boy had a bite and had got the fish when he started
realing in he lost his balance and fell in. His
father dove in after him and saved him. The father
said to the boy I don't care how big he is has long
has I got you.
10: Ricky and hiR father had got up early to go fishing.
It was a lonf- drive but they were finally there.
Ricky couldn't believe it, he was finally fishing
with his father for the first time. His father
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stood over him showing him what to do, how to do It,and when to do It. Vfhen Ricky was flnallv set uphis father went to the other side of the pier.
Ricky was so aaiazed at his father's fine fishing
tactics that he didn't relieve he had a bite. Hegot him to a nice 5 lb. bass. It was the only fleh
they caught.
Larry, a boy of 7 years has always loved his father
and mother. But soruehow he loves his father more.
Although his father work from early in the morning
to late at night, he alway find time to do things
with Larry. On weekends they both go fishing or
hunting. Sometimes they Just go for a walk and talk
together. Larry will someday be an important man
because of the love ana understanding he got as a
boy.
Stories told to ambiguous father picture .
2: The father is giving the boy hell for what they boy
has do but the boy does not realize what he has do.
3i One day a boy took all his nony and took off for a
week. His parents were verry mad. the poleace were
looking for him. When he came home hie mother and
father were very mad at him.
^: The father look as if he Just got back from the office
or his place of work and his son Is asking him for
something the son wants very badly but the father re-
fuses to give it to the boy ana by the expression on
the boys face the boy is trelng to talk the father
Into giving it to him.
5' When I returned home from school I was asking my
father all kinds of questions about the wetner. My
father asked me why I didn't ask the teacher about
these things. I said I did but she said we should
ask our parents to help us. Then my father asked
idiy I didn't ask my mother and I told him she said
to aak him. My father was so confussed with the
questions I was asking hln he didn't even know his
name. Then finally he said I give up, ask you
teacher tomorrow.
6: This is the boy with his father when he gets home
from church and 1? all dressed up he thinks of how
he Is going to spend the afternoon and how his lunch
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Is going to be with some nice big Juicy turkey
which he will have for dinner.
7 J They are talking about going somplace over the week-
end or he 1r telling him how good his marks e.re that
he got on his report card. His father is maybe going
to some bussinese meet with some iDeople from the
office.
8: This boy think he is old enough to start getting
some money for doing odd Job. he is discussing
how much he should get with his father they are
talk about what jobs the boy could do to earn money
and how much he should get for the Job he will be
doing.
9 1 The boy hed broufiit home a bad report card. When
his father saw it he wasn't so harpy. He told his
son that he would like to talk to him after supper.
His father talked to hi:i a long time on he could
bring up his rnarks. He could bring home books every
night and stud^/- a little in each one. The next term
when he brought home his report card his brought hlra
In the other room but not to tell how he could bring
up his but to congrdulste him.
10: In this story the father is telling the boy vihat he
should do when he goes fishing again. His father is
telling hlra to use worms because they are the best
bait to use for fishing. So his father kept on talk-
ing to him and tells him more about fishing and tells
him more sbout hunting and telle him good places to
go for trout fishing. He also tells him were to go
hunting for squirrels and rabbits. The father gets
his son a bow and arrow for his birthday.
Value Stories told to rejecting father Moture .
2: Pete is now almost I3. HIb father does not like him
too much. Every tliue his father goes someplace and
Pete wants to go hif^ father will leave very quickly
so Pete cannot catch him. Once Pete saw his father
oominf:- home drunk. When his father came inside Pet©
made him some coffee his father started to beat him.
One of his neighbors called the cops. Now, Pete's
father does not bother him any more.
3: this boys father was going fishing and the boy wanted
to go and hie parents wouldn't let him because his
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father didn't want hlra to come and the boy wanted to
becauss his father never takes hlra any where so this
boy started to cry and hla father said go on cry see
If I care so the llttie boy played his friend that
day and hi friends father took them fishing.
^: ?hey boys father is going fisy which some of his
frlenns and he promised to take his son alonp; and
he doesn't and the kid starts crying while his father
goes happily away with his buddies.
5 J "It ain't my fault you tripped on your own two feet
and broke your pole I've got to go because Bill is
vmiting for me. fstop crying so I can talk for a mo-
ment. Tell you v/hat I'll bring you back a big one."
The by knew that his father would only tell big tales
al)out how he missed the big one. He wished that he
coul- go if only to watch the two men fish. He
wouldn't for^r:et that day as long as he lived he said
to himself.
6: Today Ib this boys birthday and he had been wishing
he could go on the fishing trip. Surcomstances arose
80 he couldn't go. Later he found out that a sur-
prise party had been planed for him and that he and
his guests all went fishing and caught some fish.
7l Dad may I go fishing with you? i\o Bobby your still a
little to young to go with us. But maybe when you
reache the age of nine you'll proble can go
8: By eon » by dad snif. Next time you can come but,
dad wait till your an old nan and you ask me to take
you anywhere I vron'tl Hay Jim can my son come with
us OK. come on son you can go thanks dad, So they
went fishing. The End
9: "Sorry Ricky, but you Just can't come, I already made
arrangement ana we've got a full care," said Ricky's
father. "Sure **I under stand pup," replied i'.icky. I
guess he did really want to take me taut he just
couldn't, not seen they alreacv, had a full car. Well,
maybe next time, k few minutes latter the car which
his father had left him came back. Hie father stepped
and said, "Oet your gear eon, £d couldn't go so we
came back to get you. Hurry up, cone on.*
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Value Btori ft 8 told nurturant peer picture
1: In this picture the boy Is walklnp: home when a crroup
of boys Jump out in front of him and start throwinK
rocks and mud at him after they stop that they startbeating hlia up and bruslng him very baccly. But theboy WRlki? away Bmllling and harpy, when he gets
arouna the corner he starts holllng hie head off and
runs all he can run hor^e to his mother and father andtell thern the whole story.
2: Nobody liked Tomrry so one day he Joined a club of
older boys These boys had planed to raid sorriebodys
garden but Tomniy saici no Then the older boys started
to push him around he started to fignt back, by the
time the fight was stopped Tom was a mess
3: He a gang of boy one of then was in a flight which a
none gang. His shirts was dust his hand and face
was cut up the other borther had not to do when it.
there when no more friend which this boy. there
think he was a trubly roaker in the gang.
Al right whose the wise guy wy don't you pick on me
one at a time, come on your chicken one by one I«ll
take you on till I finish you off. frank was a new
boy in the naborhood. He did not fight be fore but
the boys were rough anu they like to fight he said to.
he was fast to win a repitatlon of his own in the
naborhooo one day he took one.
5* Hey you dip hov/s about a nickls or a dime for my
protection against the other hoods around this school
ground." "No I don't have any money todsy. you
don't stop the other drips from poundinf/ on me I
don't think its fair to actually rob money from
people who don't owe it to you." "Don't get smart
there bud or I'll pop you one." "I dare you to. At
that time he saia the wrong think he smashed the
wise guy in the mouth. Everybody picked on this
wis© guy because he was always causing trouble with
the other kids on the school ground or he picked on
smaller boys than him.
6: The boy had Just gotten into a fight with another boy.
He was losing but kept tr>'inp anyway, finally one
boy the boy on the bottom said "I give". So the boy
let hin: up. Tl'\e boy on the bottom got and said what
were we fighting for any way. "Just over a aumb girl,"
he said. And they are the best of friends today.
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?: The boy had a fight with his nlebor the boy that
was dirty won. He was happy to beat the bully up.
And everyone esle was to.
8: It was a great fight Mora but I lost. After the fight
was over all my frlencls came around to congratulate
me for a good fight even thou^?^ I lost, when I got
home I Rnuck up stairs eo my mother wouldn't see me
•till I hed a chance to explane how it started when
I was done f?he wan convinced it was Joee fait but
she sent me to have a l^ath and after super she sent
me right to bee with out watchln^^ T.V.
91 ^h-ap-kr, fellovrp for helping me out of the mud. Bure
thing "saici Bob" it was nothino; to lend a helping
hand to our friends like you. If anyone of you need
help we will help you Just like you helped me.
Thejfiks alot boys.
10; Hay Kick that was a good fith said Eenery. Oh sure
look at my close vhet do you think mi" mother is going
to 8©y Come on she won't know lets over Cliffs
house and put your close in the washing:; machine and
v/e will get them nice and clean for you. OK but
what will Cliff say oh don't v^orry he let you wash
them he ows me a favor. He.y Cliff Will you wash Hidfcs
cloths well I guesc so. See I tolo you. v/ell a lest
I won' t get heck
Stories told to ambif!:uous peer pictures
1: This stor. is about a boy among a group of other boye
one boy is holdin^^" his bike up and the otber two are
around him holding mud and rocks in there hand ready
to throw them at the boy and the bike when there
leader tells them to the leader is the boy standing
av/ay fro-n the other's. The boy counts to three and
they trovr the raud and rocks at hlin and run avray.
2: One boy vms riding his bick down the road when some
othe^* boys stot) Yxi'v. and ask him for som money and he
sead no so one' sead give it to me he sead no the took
him off tne bick and told him to stay off until he
gave him the money they wanted so he ^ave them ten
cents and he rode off the End
3: Th's boy is about to be in a fight one of the other
boys is going to through dirt in his face. He is
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try to get out o? it but the other boys are calling
nlni chicken but the bell ring end the have to goInto claps he was saved by the bell
Toms friends are asking him to have a bloyole race.
His friends are calling him chicken. But Tom dosn't
went to race because hlP mother told him to stay
home while she was gone.
5
J Phil hs-'.i a fast bike and the boys wanted to see
how fast it could go, so Phil racec down the street,
but when comlnr back he fell. The boys laughed at
him because h'- Rlv^ayn bragged about hie fast bike.
6: Tom may v/e try your new bike out. llo my mother and
father doesn't want anyone on the bike but me. Maybe
when It gets a little older
7i It was a bright sunny day vrhen the boys were ridding
their bikes All of a sudden Jims brakes gave out
going down a eteep hill the next thing he knew was
in the hospital two days later he saw the other boys
going by again on there bikes and they stot)ped to
say hello,
8: The owner of this bicycle is a very kind and con-
slderat \x>y. One other boy tries to steal it. And
the nice boys friends come to his i-escue.
9 1 All the other boys were talking' about starting a
bike club. They asked me if I wanted to join but I
said no because I didn't have a bike. They said
that I should ask my father to buy roe a bike but he
said no. I told the other fellov;s that my father
wouldn't buy me a bike. One of them said he had an
olc b.ike and would let me use It until I got a bike
of ray own. My problem was solved anci I coult^ join
the bike club.
Btorie^ told to re,1ectin?^r r-eer pictures .
2: The by getting kicked out of his gang is getting to
be a pet peeve around tox'm because of his many ex-
periences with other kids as he la getting kicked
out many a boy now plcv on him try to gang up on
him and keep him an outcast
3: The boyes had a club any boy who wanted to get in
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the club had to pass Ineceatin they were hard and
one boy dldent make it the other boys said p-et out
^^^^^ ^yes inaded faces on-til the boy was out of sight.
^: Bill alway bragged of how great he was. One day he
said I can beat up anybody to his friends. Just thenPete stepped out and punched Bill In the nose. Every-body cheered Pete and laugheo at Bill as he sadly
went away
5: It looks like the boys are making fun of him becuse
maybe he has holes in pants or in his socks, the end.
6: Their goes Ronnie the poor sport. Hay lets make faces
at him. Look he's turning around he's going to make
faces at us. You look oretty stupid said Al. So do
you said Honnles. Well lets be friends OK
7: Now we don»t want to play ball with him. Walt then
lets find out if he can hit before we come to deci-
sion like this. O.K. The first ball was a strike
and the same with the second. Here come the l^st
pitch he hit it long and hard. Boy can he hit so
from that day on they pick him first.
Appendix B
Matrices of Scores
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Scores for Thematic Expression of £ Nurturance
High Group
Adequate Achievers:
'AT-type Pictures
Subject Moth'^r Father Peers
WoIN U • 0 0 0
nX 7 9 8 3 6 7 8 5
2 7 if 6 3 5 6 6 3
3 7 6 6 9 9 if 6 6 3
k 3 6 6 7 7 6 9 7
5 6 6 6 6 k 5 7 if 2
7 8 7 8 8 8 7 5 if
7
ff
8 7 7 5 6 2 7 5
8 8 6 5 7 5 6 8 if if
9 9 8 if 7 8 if 6 3 if
10 ^+ 5 8 9 6 6 7 6
IX 9 7 5 10 8 9 9 8 3
7 9 3 7 6 6 6 6 6
13 ^ 5 8 8 ^ 7 5 5
6 9 3 9 5 6 9 if if
15 3 7 7 5 if 10 9 5
« Nurtureint Relationship
0 s Ambiguous Relationship
- "Rejecting Relationship
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Hlf^h IQ Qroup
Underachievei^s
:
1 'Other ) er ':
Uo, 0 0 1 4- 0
16 11 9 if 11 9
1
'i 6 5 5
17 8 6 8 8 8 5 6 8 if
18 7 9 7 Q 6 6 8 8 if
19 G 8 7 7 5 7 6 if
20 8 7 6 5 7 5 5 5 3
21 9 7 8 Dc j, oO q 7 if
22 8 9 2 ( J? 8 3 5
23 Q 1 8 5 8 6 ir
8 8 7 6 7 7 J J
25 S 10 If c 9 if 8 6 5
26 2 7 6 9 6 6 6 7
27 7 8 if 6 8 7 8 5 if
28 6 10 5 8 8 6 8 if if
29 9 7 1 6 7 if 8 8 if
30 7 6 2 7 2 6
i= :
if if
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Low IQ, Group
Adequate Achievers:
Subject
No.
fM-type Pictures
?^other Father Poerr
0 0 0
31 6 3 5 8 3 4 6 1 5
32 8 9 6 8 4 3 5 5
33 7 8 3 8 8 7 10 7 6
3^ 6 6 4 6 5 4 8 3 5
35 8 8 6 8 6 5 9 2 3
36 6 6 5 6 6 i 6 3 5
37 6 7 5 6 7 5 7 5 4
38 6 7 3 6 3 5 8 5 4
39 6 6 6 9 7 5 6 6 5
6 6 4 6 5 9 9 6 4
7 7 5 8 4 8 oy 6 4
8 7 9 9 6 8 6 4 7
i^3 6 3 6 8 9 9 9 6 6
44 5 7 9 6 7 5 6 5
45 6 7 7 3 5 4 4 2 6
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Low IQ Oroup
Underachlevers
:
Subject
Mo.
rCAT-tyiDe Picture r
Mothe 2* i?ather
c
_4-_ 0
46 6 8 4 6 3
-^^^^
4 8
>./
3 5
47 6 6 5 6 6 5 8 4 5
48 6 5 5 7 6 5 7 5 4
49 6 10 4 6 7 6 8 2 3
50 7 7 5 e 8 8 9 5 7
51 8 8 8 5 7 7 6 2
52 6 8 5 6 o 6 8 7 5
53
/'
10 8 10 q7 1 J*
54 9 8 5 8 6 9 7 7 4
55 7 6 6 B 4 7 8 6 4
56 10 9 5 4 4 8 1 3
57 ? 6 7 8 9 6 6 8 4
58 7 8 4 9 2 5 8 2 4
59 6 6 4 () 2 6 5 4
6o 3 2 4 8 7 5 9 5 4
Scores for iielf-Report ^ Nurturance
High ICi Group
Adequate Achievers:
Subject
i.<c c. 1 s s
No. Moth^?* Father Peers
I 9 7 7
2 7 0 6
3 9 6 6
k -1 7 5
5 1 6
6 8 7 9
7 3 if ^
$ 9 8 9
9 6 9 9
10 7 9
XI 8 7 9
12 5 7 2
13 6 6 9
6 6
15 9 10 8
High Group
Underach levers
:
Subject Sp-lf-ReiDort Scales
Mother Father-
16 5 if
17 7
18 6 5 6
19 10 8 6
20 6 8
21 I 3 if
22 8 9 8
23 9 7 k
2k 5 10
25 7 10
26 -3 -5 -6
27 7 8
28 8 7 3
29 3 5 1
30 10 b 6
Low IQ, Group
Average AchievRreJ
Subj eot
iMo •
M-F-P Self-Report Scales
Mothe
r
Father
0 7 7
32 *•7 •r £
33 7 9 7
^ 1. 0 3 6
35 7 5 3
36 9 7 7
37 3 5 1
38 8 a
39 3 5 6
6 9
2 7 10
8 3 7
5 7 ?
7 2
^5 if -3 7
Low IQ, Group
Underachievere
:
Subject Self-KeDort Scales
No. Mother Father Peers
3
6 0 8
2 3 7
3 6
50 5 7
51 9 9 9
9 9 9
53 6 -2 X
5k 9 3 6
55 -1 5 8
54 7 9
57 3 -1 0
50 5 1 k'
59 7 8 9
60 10 9 8
T-Scores for Thematic and Self-Report £ Wurtiirance
High Group
Adequate Achievers:
Subject Mothter Father res X 0
No. TAT MFP TAT MfP TAT MFP
1 57.3 67.6 47.3 55.4 57.3 55.4
2 42.2 55.4 39.4 35.8 42.2 50.8
3 53.4 67.6 60.8 59.0 42.2 50.8
42.2 34.5 57.3 55.4 57.3 47.9
5 50.2 38.1 42.2 50.6 36.5 45.7
6 60.8 59.0 70.6 55.4 45.1 67.6
7 53.4 42.5 50.2 45.7 39.4 45.7
8 53.4 67.6 50.2 59.0 45.1 67.6
07 jV .0 53.4 67.6 0 ^ • 0
10 36.5 45.7 64.2 55.4 53.4 67.6
11 59.2 59.0 87.2 55.4 57.3 67.6
12 53.4 47.9 53.4 55.4 50.2 39.6
13 36.5 50.8 57.3 50.8 47.3 67.6
1^ 50.2 50.8 57.3 50.8 47.3 45.7
15 39.4 67.6 45.1 87.2 70.6 59.0
TAT = TAT-type pictures
MFP s M-F-P Self-Report Scales
9^
High IQ, Qroup
Underach levers
:
ijuijj c v; w
Mo.
Mother Father Peers
TAT my TAT TAT
16 70.6 47.9 70.6 45.7 45.1 45.7
17 60.8 29.9 59.2 55.4 50.2 45.7
18 6'+.
2
50,8 57.3 47.9 57.3 50.8
19 57.3 87.2 53.^ 59.0 47.3 50.8^ www
20 59.2 ^5.7 47.3 50.8 36.5 59.0
21 70.6 38.1 57.3 42.5 57.3 45.7
22 53.^ 59.0 42.2 67.6 45.1 59.0
23 70.6 67.6 57.3 55.4 50.2 45.7
2k ?0 f . '^O ?J'J m C
25 60.8 55.^ 42.2 87.2 53.4 47.9
26 36.5 31.6 64.2 27.1 53.4 24.9
27 53.^ 64.2 45.7 47.3 59.0
28 59.2 59.0 60.8 55.^ 45.1 42.5
29 ^7.3 42.5 53.^ 47.9 57.3 38.1
30 kZ.2 87.2 57.3 59.0 39.^ 50.8
95
Low IQ, Group
Adequate Achievers:
Subject Mother
No. TAT TAT MFP TAT MFP
31 39.4 59.0 42 .2 55.4 32.4 55.4
59.2 55.4 50.2 fir' n45.7 36.5 39.6
JJ 64-, 2 55.4 55.4
35.8 >u
. 0
60
.
8
55.4 '5'^ ii. 39*4 42 .5
47.3 /in ^ ^ r • J •5 Q k
09
^ f 50,2 i+2.5 . J. JO . X
45.1 59.0 k7 '5^ f . J k*» 9
39 50.2 42.5 59.2 47.9 47.3 50.8
^0 45.1 50.8 57.3 42.5 53.4 67.6
41 53.^ 39.6 57.3 55.4 53.4 87.2
hZ 70.6 59.0 64.2 42.5 47.3 55.4
k3 47.9 72.9 55.4 59.2 55.4
59.2 55.4 50.2 39.6 45.1 32.9
if5 57.3 45.7 32.4 31.6 32.4 55.4
96
Low Group
Underach levers
:
Rl3 Vil ap +
No.
Motiher Father ers
TAT MFP TAT MFP TAT MFP
k6 50.2 42.5 36.5 29.9 45.1 45.7
k7 ^7.3 50.8 47.3 35.8 47.3 59.0
^5.1 39.6 50.2 42.5 45.1 55.4
57.3 ^1-2.5 53.4 50.8 36.5 50.8
50 53.^ ^5.7 70.6 47.9 59.2 55.4
51 70.6 67.6 57.3 67.6 42.2 67.6
52 53.^+ 67.6 50.2 67.6 57.3 67.6
53 70.6 50.8 87.2 32.9 24.9 38.1
5^ 60.8 67.6 64.2 47.9 50.2 50.8
55 53.^ 3^.5 53.^ 47.9 50.2 59.0
56 70.6 55.4 39.4 39.6 32.4 67.6
57 57.3 42.5 64.2 34.5 50.2 35.8
58 53.'^ 47.9 45.1 38.1 39.4 45.7
59 55.4 32.4 59.0 42.2 67.6
60 27.1 87.2 57.3 67.6 50.2 59.0
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